Basal lamina strengthens cell membrane integrity via the laminin G domain-binding motif of α-dystroglycan
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Skeletal muscle basal lamina is linked to the sarcolemma through transmembrane receptors, including integrins and dystroglycan. The function of dystroglycan relies critically on posttranslational glycosylation, a common target shared by a genetically heterogeneous group of muscular dystrophies characterized by α-dystroglycan hypoglycosylation. Here we show that both dystroglycan and integrin α7 contribute to force-production of muscles, but that only disruption of dystroglycan causes detachment of the basal lamina from the sarcolemma and renders muscle prone to contraction-induced injury. These phenotypes of dystroglycan-null muscles are recapitulated by Large<sup>myd</sup> muscles, which have an intact dystrophin–glycoprotein complex and lack only the laminin globular domain-binding motif on α-dystroglycan. Compromised sarcolemmal integrity is directly shown in Large<sup>myd</sup> muscles and similarly in normal muscles when arenaviruses compete with matrix proteins for binding α-dystroglycan. These data provide direct mechanistic insight into how the dystroglycan-linked basal lamina contributes to the maintenance of sarcolemmal integrity and protects muscles from damage.

T
he muscular dystrophies are genetically and clinically diverse (1, 2). Although great progress has been made in identification of genes responsible for various muscular dystrophies, we still do not have a mechanistic understanding of the function of these gene products and their roles in the pathogenesis of disease. One reason for this lack of understanding is that primary genetic alterations often lead to secondary changes, thereby triggering multiple pathogenic pathways. Compromised integrity of the sarcolemma has been proposed as the underlying mechanism for muscular dystrophy since 1852 (3); however, the molecular basis for this mechanism has never been clearly established.

The sarcolemma of each individual skeletal muscle fiber is closely associated with an extracellular protein matrix layer: the basement membrane (4–6). This membrane comprises both an internal felt-like basal lamina and an external reticular lamina composed of at least 10 secretory proteins that include members of the laminin family, perlecan, agrin, and the collagen (7, 8). The native basement membrane has a very substantial mechanical strength (5). Genetic mutations or deletions of some of these basement membrane proteins lead to a variety of defects, including early embryonic lethality and congenital muscular dystrophy. The basal lamina is linked directly to the cell membrane through transmembrane receptors including dystroglycan (DG) and the integrins, all of which bind laminin with high affinity (9, 10). In addition, DG also binds to many other basal lamina proteins containing laminin globular (LG) domains such as perlecan (11) and agrin (12). The functional role of the DG and integrin-linked basal lamina in adult skeletal muscle physiology has not been fully investigated.

DG consists of a highly glycosylated, extracellular alpha subunit (α-DG) and a transmembrane beta subunit (β-DG), both of which are encoded by the gene Dagt1 and generated by posttranslational cleavage and processing (13). The matrix-binding capacity of α-DG depends on its extensive posttranslational glycosylation (14, 15), and this has emerged as a convergent target for a group of limb-girdle and congenital muscular dystrophies termed “secondary dystroglycanopathies”. These include Fukuyama congenital muscular dystrophy, muscle-eye-brain disease, Walker–Warburg syndrome, congenital muscular dystrophy 1C (MDC1C) and 1D (MDC1D), as well as a milder form of limb-girdle muscular dystrophy, type 2I. Moreover, some pathogens target properly processed α-DG for cellular entry, including Mycobacterium leprae, Lassa fever virus (LFG), and lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) (16, 17). The early lethality in DG-null mice (18), the prevalence of diseases involving α-DG hypoglycosylation, and the coopting of normal α-DG for cellular entry by pathogens all support the hypothesis that DG-linked basal lamina plays an essential role in cell biology.

α7β1 integrin is predominantly expressed in adult skeletal muscle (10, 19). Mice lacking α7 integrin develop a mild form of muscular dystrophy (20) and mutations in the human integrin α7 gene have been found in a rare form of congenital muscular dystrophy (21). These observations suggest that the α7β1 inte-
Dystroglycan is also important for normal skeletal muscle function. Different from α-DG binding to many basal lamina proteins, α7β1 has only been reported to bind laminin (10).

Here we report that despite both DG and integrin α7 contributing to the force-production of skeletal muscles, only the disruption of DG causes detachment of the basal lamina from the sarcosome and renders the muscle prone to contraction-induced injury. More specifically, disruption of the LG domain-binding motif on α-DG is sufficient to induce these phenotypes. By using an assay that involves in situ membrane damage, we now demonstrate that sarcosomal integrity is compromised in Large<sup>myd</sup> muscles and in normal muscles when the UV-inactivated LCMV competes for association with α-DG. Therefore, our data suggest that the basal lamina strengthens sarcosomal integrity and protects muscle from damage via the LG domain-binding motif of α-DG.

**Results**

Dystroglycan and Integrin Play Different Roles in Skeletal Muscle. Both α-DG and integrin α7β1 are present in skeletal muscle and function as basal lamina receptors. By using lectin affinity chromatography and sucrose gradient fractionation, we showed that DG and integrin α7β1 are biochemically independent (Fig. S1). Two important features of muscular dystrophy are that the muscle produces reduced force and it is more susceptible to lengthening-contraction-induced (LC-induced) damage. We thus examined the roles of the basal lamina receptors (DG and integrins) on force production and force deficit in response to LC-induced muscle injury by measuring the in vitro contractile properties of the extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles (22) of MCK-cre/Dag1<sup>flx/flox</sup> (DG-null), integrin α7-null (α7-null), and wild-type (WT) mice. The specific forces (kN/m<sup>2</sup>) produced by the α7-null and DG-null EDL muscles were significantly decreased by 30% and 22%, respectively, compared with those in control muscle (Fig. 1A and B). This result indicates that both α7 and DG play important roles in force generation by muscle. To examine whether disruption of α7 and DG renders muscles more susceptible to LC-induced damage, we delivered two 30% stretches to a maximally activated EDL muscle (23) and this stretch protocol resulted in a force deficit (percentage of force loss after the stretch protocol) of ∼10% in WT EDL muscle (Fig. 1 C and D). The force deficit in the α7-null EDL muscle was not statistically different (Fig. 1C). In contrast, the force deficit of DG-null EDL muscle was 42%, which was 3-fold greater than that in the WT muscle (Fig. 1D). The excessive force deficit of DG-null muscle compared with α7-null and WT muscle clearly differentiates the fundamental roles of the 2 receptors, and demonstrates that DG plays a critical role in protecting muscle fibers from damage during lengthening contractions.

**Dystroglycan Is Involved in Anchoring the Basal Lamina to the Sarcolemma.** Because DG and integrin α7β1 are basal lamina receptors in skeletal muscle, we next determined whether the loss of DG or α7 causes any abnormalities in the basal lamina and/or sarcolemma of skeletal muscle. Analysis of the skeletal muscle fiber ultrastructure by electron microscopy revealed that the basal lamina in both WT and α7-null muscle was intact, and that the association between it and the sarcolemma was tight and continuous (Fig. 1E and F). Although DG-null muscle also had an intact basal lamina, an obvious separation of the basal lamina from the sarcolemma was frequently observed (Fig. 1G). We also analyzed the muscle ultrastructure after downhill treadmill exercise which causes LC-induced muscle injury in vivo. In both WT and α7-null muscles, we did not detect any obvious changes in the basal lamina, sarcolemma, and myofibril structures after the exercise (Fig. S2). However, DG-null muscle fibers showed severe detachment of the basal lamina from the rest of the fiber and disruption of the underlying sarcrophage structure after the exercise (Fig. 1H and Fig. S3). These data demonstrate that DG-mediated linkage between the basal lamina and the sarcolemma may play a crucial role in the maintenance of the muscle membrane integrity during lengthening contractions.

**Severe Muscular Dystrophy in DG/α7 Double Mutant Mice.** Integrin and the dystrophin–glycoprotein complex (DGC) show complementary expression patterns in skeletal muscle. Integrin primarily functions at the myotendinous junctions in skeletal muscle whereas DGC functions at both the myotendinous junctions and lateral basal lamina association (24). To further examine the functional complement of integrin and DG, we generated the DG/α7 double mutant (DKO) mice by crossing DG-null and α7-null mice. Loss of both DG and α7 in quadriceps muscle of the DKO mice was confirmed by immunofluorescence and Western blotting analysis (Fig. S4). At birth, the DKO mice were indistinguishable from the littermates, but at ∼4 weeks of age the DKO mice were smaller than their littermates, and they died at ∼6–8 weeks of age. Therefore, we analyzed the DKO mice and the control littermates at 5 weeks of age. DG-null and α7-null mice were indistinguishable from WT mice at this age, whereas the body mass of the DKO mice were about half the mass of littermates (Table S1). We also observed widespread decreases of muscle mass in DKO mice (Table S1). In open field activity assays, the total distance that the DKO mice traveled within 12 h was significantly less than those traveled by either single mutant.
muscular dystrophy in DKO mice than DG-null and quadriceps at 5 weeks of age revealed more severe hallmarks of significant increase in central nucleation was observed in DKO compared with DG-null mice (Fig. 2). The decreased central nucleation showed increases in muscle fiber regeneration in DKO compared with DG-null mice (Fig. 2). To distinguish central nucleation and loss of the basal lamina structure (Fig. 2), we then used Large<sup>myd</sup> mice. The muscle in Large<sup>myd</sup> mice lacks the important motif for binding the LG domains of many basal lamina proteins such as laminin, neuroxin, agrin, and perlecan.

To examine whether the muscle with a glycosylation defect in α-DG is susceptible to LC-induced injury, we measured the contractile properties of, and force deficits in, the EDL muscles of Large<sup>myd</sup> mice. The mass of the Large<sup>myd</sup> EDL muscle did not differ from that of the control mice (Fig. 3A), but the maximum force generated by Large<sup>myd</sup> EDL muscle was 30% lower than in WT EDL muscle (Fig. 3B). Similarly, the specific force (kN/m<sup>2</sup>) of Large<sup>myd</sup> muscle was decreased by 33% compared with that of WT control muscle (Fig. 3C). These data suggest that fully glycosylated α-DG plays an important role in the ability to transmit contraction force from the sarcomere to the basal lamina, and thus in the ability of muscle to generate force. Moreover, after two 30% stretches of a maximally activated muscle, the force deficits of Large<sup>myd</sup> EDL muscle were 81% (Fig. 3D), or 10-fold greater than those in WT EDL muscle. However, by using lectin affinity chromatography and sucrose gradient fractionation, we showed that the muscle of the Large<sup>myd</sup> mouse has an intact DGC (Fig. 3E). This is in contrast to other muscular dystrophies involving the DGC, where one primary genetic defect leads to disruption of the entire DGC, as assessed by using the same assay (27, 28). This finding indicates that is not the loss of the entire DGC, but rather the disrupted linkage between the sarcomere and the basal lamina (due to disrupted glycosylation of α-DG) (Fig. 3F) that is responsible for the high susceptibility to LC-induced muscle injury in secondary dystroglycanopathies.

Electron microscopy analysis of quadriceps muscles from Large<sup>myd</sup> mice also showed large separation between the basal lamina and the sarcolemma (Fig. 3F and G). Such separation was also observed in muscles from dystroglycanopathy patients examined (29). Thus, detachment of the basal lamina from the sarcolemma appears to be a common feature for muscular dystrophies caused by DG dysfunction or deficiency, and is likely due to the absence of an interaction between DG and LG domain-containing extracellular matrix proteins such as laminin, agrin, and perlecan.

**Dystroglycan Deficiency Compromises Sarcolemma Integrity.** Taken together, the large force deficit following lengthening contractions (Figs. 1 and 3), the basal lamina detachment (Figs. 1–3), and the rise in serum creatine kinase activity (30) suggest that muscle is unusually susceptible to LC-induced muscle injury in the absence of functional DG, even when an intact DGC is present. This prompts us to hypothesize that the increased susceptibility in this context is due to compromised transmission of high tensile strength (5, 6) from the basal lamina to the sarcolemma, and that this decreases sarcolemma integrity. To test this, we developed an in situ membrane damage assay (Fig. 4A). This assay uses intact muscle fibers in situ, and thus leaves the relationship between the muscle membrane and its basal lamina intact. In this assay, muscle fibers are irradiated with a mode-locked Ti-Sapphire infrared (IR) laser at 880 nm wavelength to induce the loss of membrane integrity at a precise point. Our data so far showed that both basal lamina receptors DG and α7 are important for normal skeletal muscle function, but differently from α7, DG is required for maintaining the tight association between the sarcolemma and the basal lamina, which appears to be critical for protecting the muscle against LC-induced muscle injury. However, the DGC-null muscle lacks both α-DG and β-DG and thus it is possible that the increased susceptibility to LC-induced injury is caused by the loss of any intracellular connection mediated by β-DG. To dissect out the contribution of the extracellular α-DG in the pathogenesis, we then used Large<sup>myd</sup> mice, the animal model for secondary dystroglycanopathy, which carries an intragenic deletion of exons 4–7 in the Large gene, rendering α-DG not properly glycosylated (25). The hypoglycosylated α-DG in Large<sup>myd</sup> muscle lacks the important motif for binding the LG domains of many basal lamina proteins such as laminin, neuroxin, agrin (14), and perlecan (26).

(See page 2 for further details.)
region of the sarcolemma in the presence of FM 1-43, a membrane-impermeant fluorescent dye. We found that following irradiation, the FM 1-43 fluorescence concentrated near the laser-irradiated area, and that when the membrane integrity were restored, the increase in fluorescence accumulation halted. Accumulation of FM 1-43 fluorescence was limited to a focal region at the site of damage, and was impeded within 2 min in WT (Fig. 4B) muscle fibers, indicating that the membrane integrity had been restored.

Largemyd muscle fibers subjected to the same treatment showed substantially greater FM 1-43 fluorescence accumulation (Fig. 4C and Movie S1B) than those from WT control mice (Fig. 4B and Movie S1A). The fluorescence intensity in both cases was plotted vs. the time postdamage (Fig. 4E) and fitted with a 1-phase exponential association equation. The maximum fluorescence intensity postirradiation based on the fitted curve was 83.6 ± 2.9, and 20.3 ± 1.4 (P < 0.001) for Largemyd and WT, respectively. In contrast, the apparent rate constants did not differ significantly between the two groups (Largemyd, 0.016 ± 0.002 s⁻¹; WT, 0.014 ± 0.003 s⁻¹), suggesting that the membrane repair system is unlikely compromised in Largemyd muscle. Consistent with the DG-null muscle having a normal membrane repair system, the FM 1-43 dye did not diffuse into the entire fiber of Largemyd muscle as it does in dysferlin-null fibers (31–33). Also, dysferlin immunostaining on the Largemyd muscle was normal (Fig. S6). Based on these results, we conclude that although the potential of the membrane repair systems seems unaltered in the absence of functional DG, increased loss of the membrane integrity results in more dye entry before the membrane repair machinery can be recruited to repair it.

In further support of this, we reasoned that reducing membrane surface tension should reduce the dye uptake in Largemyd muscle. We thus performed the membrane damage assay in the Largemyd muscle in a hyperosmotic buffer (normal physiological
Competitive LCMV-Induced Dissociation of the Basal Lamina from Dystroglycan Increases Membrane Fragility. Previously, α-DG was identified as a major receptor for the Old World arenavirus LCMV, as well as for the human pathogenic LFV (16). LCMV is able to compete with LG domain-containing basal lamina proteins for receptor binding, but unlike basal lamina proteins, the interaction between the virus and α-DG is not dependent on divalent cations (34). This characteristic allows us to examine whether dissociation of basal lamina from α-DG in WT muscle in response to LCMV exposure increases susceptibility of the membrane to injury. We incubated a WT mouse hind-paw with virus preparation in Ca2+/Mg2+-free Tyrode buffer, with or without UV-inactivated LCMV clone-13 (107 pfu/mL before UV inactivation). This virus preparation can bind to α-DG but is not infectious. The muscle preparation was then washed in normal Tyrode buffer containing Ca2+/Mg2+ and warmed to 37 °C before the membrane damage assay was performed. Pretreatment of the muscle fibers with LCMV significantly increased the magnitude of FM 1-43 dye uptake (Fig. 5E and Movies S2A and B). This result further supports our overall hypothesis that tight association of the basal lamina with the muscle sarcolemma through fully glycosylated α-DG strengthens the sarcolemma integrity.

Discussion
Over the course of evolution, cells have developed several strategies to maintain or recover the integrity of the plasma membrane. Previous studies have shown that animal cells can survive limited membrane insults due to an active membrane repair mechanism that involves Ca2+-regulated exocytosis (32, 35). In the present study, we have shown a previously uncharacterized mechanism that the skeletal muscle cells use to strengthen the sarcolemma integrity, anchoring the sarcolemma to the basal lamina via laminin G domain-binding motif on α-DG.

Secondary dystroglycanopathies are a group of severe muscular dystrophies in which the underlying genetic defects are the genes that encode proteins known, or thought, to be important for the posttranslational processing of DG (36). In contrast to the muscle fibers in other DGC-related muscular dystrophies, those in secondary dystroglycanopathies retain an intact DGC (14) but are nevertheless highly susceptible to contraction-induced injury (Fig. 3). This observation was our motivation for investigating the exact cause of membrane susceptibility to injury in the muscles of secondary dystroglycanopathies. In the study presented here, we showed that hypoglycosylated DG fails to anchor the basal lamina to the sarcolemma, thereby rendering the muscle prone to damage. We have shown that following laser-induced membrane damage, Largeemyd muscle fibers take up more FM 1-43 dye than WT muscle fibers. This result indicates that loss of functional α-DG directly renders the sarcolemma more anterior (TA) muscles in Largeemyd mice. Immunofluorescence analysis showed that the recombinant α-DG successfully incorporated onto the sarcolemma (Fig. 5B). We also injected the recombinant α-DG into the TA muscles of DG-null mice. However, the IIH6 signal was not increased compared with the noninjected muscle of the same mice (Fig. 5E), suggesting that β-DG is required for securing the recombinant α-DG on the sarcolemma. To examine the membrane integrity of the paw muscles from Largeemyd mice injected with recombinant α-DG, we conducted the membrane damage assay on these muscle fibers. Compared to the noninjected Largeemyd muscle fibers, the α-DG injected muscle fibers showed a great reduction in the dye entry after damage (Fig. 5C and D). These data suggest that the recombinant α-DG can bind to both the sarcolemma and the basal lamina and thereby restore normal muscle membrane integrity in Largeemyd mouse.

Recombinant Glycosylated α-DG Restores Sarcolemma Integrity in Largeemyd Muscles. Because α-DG is an extracellular protein, we hypothesized that injection of recombinant α-DG extracellularly into Largeemyd muscle would result in the incorporation of α-DG onto the muscle fibers and thus restore membrane integrity. Fully functional, recombinant α-DG was produced in HEK293 cells that were stably cotransfected with α-dystroglycan and Large expression constructs and purified with lectin affinity chromatography. The purified recombinant α-DG had a smear appearance similar to the native α-DG from skeletal muscle on SDS/PAGE gel, was recognized by the glycosylation epitope antibody IIH6, and bound laminin in the laminin overlay assay (Fig. 5A). We then injected the purified α-DG into the tibialis buffer supplemented with 250 mM sucrose). The muscle fiber diameters were decreased in hypotonic buffer (Fig. 4D), indicating that the muscle fibers shrank. Interestingly, the same level of laser irradiation resulted in very limited dye entry in hypotonic buffer (Fig. 4 D and F and Movie S1C). This finding further supports our conclusion that the increased dye entry observed in Largeemyd muscle is due to an increased fragility of the sarcolemma in the absence of α-DG-mediated anchoring of the basal lamina to the sarcolemma.

Consistent with the data showing that integrin α7 does not play a role in stabilizing the sarcolemma, accumulation of FM 1-43 fluorescence in integrin α7-null muscle fibers was similar to that in WT muscle fibers (Fig. S7).
prone to damage. This finding is further supported by the observations that (i) reducing membrane tension by incubating the muscle in a buffer with high osmolality greatly reduced the dye uptake in Largemand muscle fibers; (ii) injection of recombinant glycosylated α-DG normalized the dye uptake in Largemand muscle fibers; and (iii) displacing the basal lamina from the sarcolemma in WT muscle fibers by adding inactivated LCMV significantly increased dye uptake.

Interestingly, the type of protection we report here seems to be conserved in other species such as yeast. Yeast and other fungi are surrounded by a cell wall, an essential structure that is required to maintain cell shape and integrity under stress. Several glycosylated proteins—including members of the cell wall integrity and stress response component (WSC) family (Wsc1p to Wsc4p), Mid2p and the Mid2p homologue Mt1lp—are known to play major roles in sensing the cell wall changes in yeast (37). They share a common structural organization: an extracellular domain, a transmembrane segment, and a short cytoplasmic tail. The extracellular domains of these proteins are highly O- and N-glycosylated, and both types of glycosylation are essential for their functionality (37). This structure–function relationship is similar to that of DG in animals. In light of these similarities, our study suggests that molecular transmission of the high tensile strength from an extracellular matrix to the plasma membrane is a general strategy used by cells to maintain the stability of their plasma membrane.

Although both DG and integrin family members function as receptors for basal lamina proteins, our data clearly differentiate their primary roles in muscle fibers. The α7-null muscle fibers neither took up more dye in response to laser-induced membrane damage nor were more susceptible to LC-induced muscle injury than their WT counterparts. Furthermore, we did not observe a separation of the basal lamina from the sarcolemma as in the Largeand DG-null muscle fibers. The molecular basis underlying the difference between DG and integrin is unclear, but this may be related to their different binding affinities for basal lamina proteins. Integrin α7β1 was reported to bind laminin only, but α-DG has been shown to bind a variety of basal lamina proteins containing the LG domains, such as laminin (9, 38), perlecan (11), and agrin (12). In addition, considerable data showed that integrin α7β1 primarily functions at the myotendinous junctions (20, 24, 39, 40) and thus, by its localization, its effects on lateral membrane stability may be minimal.

Collectively, our data suggest that the basal lamina is tightly associated with the sarcolemma through DG binding to the LG domains of the basal lamina proteins of skeletal muscle. Lengthening contractions cause an increase in membrane tension on the sarcolemma, which can lead to small tears in the membrane. The membrane repair mechanism subsequently rescales the membrane and maintains membrane integrity. (B) In DG-null skeletal muscle, the tight association of the sarcolemma with the basal lamina is lost, and thus membrane tears that developed during lengthening contractions rapidly expand, leading to the loss of a large segment of the sarcolemma.

Materials and Methods

For details of mice, antibodies, reagents, and analysis, see SI Materials and Methods.

Measurement of Contractile Properties and Analysis of Muscle Membrane Structure. Mice (Largeand, MCK-cre/Dagflox/h flox, integrin α7-null, and WT littermate control) were maintained at The University of Iowa Animal Care Unit in accordance with animal use guidelines. All animal studies were authorized by the Animal Care Use and Review Committee of The University of Iowa. Muscle mass, fiber length, and maximum force were measured on 6 EDL muscles from 6- to 7-month-old aforementioned mice except Largeand mice (3–5-month-old were used). Total cross-sectional area (CSA, cm²) and specific P0 (kNm²) were determined (22). The susceptibility of muscles to contraction-induced injury was assessed by 2 lengthening contractions with a strain of 30% of fiber length (23). The differences between the experimental and WT
samples were assessed by a 1-tailed Student’s t test, with the assumption of 2-sample equal variance. Quadriceps muscles from nonexercised and exercised mice were prepared for examination by electron microscopy or immunofluorescence as described in SI Materials and Methods. Lectin affinity chromatography and sucrose gradient fractionation were used to analyze the membrane protein complex integrity (SI Materials and Methods).

Membrane Damage Assay. The membrane damage assay was performed on skeletal muscle fibers of 6- to 8-week-old mice from Large<sup>−/−</sup>, integrin α7-null, and WT littermate control groups. The whole foot was cut off and the skin was removed. The connective tissues and blood vessels were trimmed off to completely expose the muscle fibers. This preparation was placed in a glass-bottom culture dish filled with Tyrode solution containing 1.8 mM Ca<sup>2+</sup>. Individual fibers were selected for the assay. Membrane damage was induced in the presence of 2.5 μM FM 1-43 dye (Molecular Probes) with a 2-photon confocal laser-scanning microscope (LSM 510; Zeiss) coupled to a 10-W Argon/Ti:sapphire laser. After we scanned images predamage, a 7.9-μm area of the sarcolemma on the surface of the muscle fiber was irradiated at full power for 1.29 seconds. Fluorescence images were captured at 10-second intervals for 10 min after the initial damage. The fluorescence intensities at the damaged site were semiquantified by using ImageJ software. To test the effect of reduced membrane tension on membrane integrity, the assay was also performed on Large<sup>−/−</sup> fibers when placed in a hyperosmotic solution. The effects of the UV-inactivated LCMV clone 13 (10<sup>7</sup> pfu/mL) and recombinant glycosylated α-DG (SI Materials and Methods) on membrane integrity in WT and Large<sup>−/−</sup> muscle fibers, respectively, were also examined by using this assay.
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SI Materials and Methods

Mice. Mice with striated-muscle-specific dystroglycan (DG) deficiency (MCK-cre/Dag1flox/flox) (1) and integrin α7-null (2) mice were described previously. For a direct comparison of DG-deficient and integrin α7-null skeletal muscle in the same mouse line, these 2 mouse lines were crossed to one another. MCK-Cre male mice bearing the floxed dystroglycan allele were mated to integrin α7 heterozygous females. F1 and F2 offspring were mated to produce F2- and F3-generation mice, respectively. Identification of the mutant mice was performed by PCR genotyping of genomic DNA prepared from mouse tail snips. The Largeymd colony was originally obtained from Jackson Laboratories. Mice were maintained at The University of Iowa Animal Care Unit in accordance with animal use guidelines. All animal studies were authorized by the Animal Care Use and Review Committee of The University of Iowa. For treadmill exercise, mice (~5 weeks old) were placed on an endless conveyor-type belt with a shock grid at the end (AccuPacer Treadmill, AccuScan Instruments) and exercised on a down-hill grade at 15 m/min for 20 min. Immediately after the exercise, mice were euthanized and quadriceps muscles were prepared for examination by electron microscopy or immunofluorescence.

Lectin Affinity Chromatography and Sucrose Gradient Fractionation. Total muscle homogenates in TBS (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl) were solubilized with 1% digitonin. After centrifugation at 140,000 × g for 37 min, solubilized proteins in the supernatant were mixed with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA)-agarose beads (Vector Laboratories) and rotated end-over-end at 4 °C for 2 h. WGA-bound proteins were eluted with TBS containing 0.3 M N-acetyl-D-glucosamine and 0.1% digitonin. The eluant was applied to a 5–30% sucrose gradient and centrifugated at 215,000 × g for 90 min. Fractions (1 mL) were collected from the top of the gradient and analyzed by SDS/PAGE.

Measurement of Contractile Properties. Muscle mass, fiber length, and maximum force were measured on 6 EDL muscles from 6- to 7-month-old Largey-md, MCK-cre/Dag1flox/flox, integrin α7-null, and WT littermate control mice. Mice were anesthetized and muscles isolated and stimulated to provide maximum isometric tetanic force (P0). The susceptibility of muscles to contraction-induced injury was assessed by 2 lengthening contractions with a strain of 30% of fiber length. Total cross-sectional area (CSA, cm²) and specific P0 (kN/m²) were determined (3). The differences between the experimental and WT samples were assessed by a 1-tailed Student’s t test, with the assumption of 2-sample equal variance.

Mouse Behavior Analysis. Locomotor activity was monitored by using Digiscan Animal Activity Monitoring System running Versamax Windows software (Accuscan Instruments). The Versamx Windows software uses a mathematical algorithm to compute total distance traveled (in cm) and rearing number. All mice were tested for 12 h starting from 6PM.

Membrane Damage Assay. The membrane damage assay was performed on skeletal muscle fibers of 6- to 8-week-old mice from Largey-md, integrin α7-null, and WT littermate control groups. The whole foot was cut off and the skin was removed. The connective tissues and blood vessels were trimmed off to completely expose the muscle fibers. This preparation was placed in a glass-bottom culture dish filled with Tyrode solution containing 1.8 mM Ca²⁺. Individual fibers were selected for the assay. Regenerating muscle fibers (centrally nucleated or with small diameters) were carefully excluded from the assay. Membrane damage was induced in the presence of 2.5 μM FM 1-43 dye (Molecular Probes) with a 2-photon confocal laser-scanning microscope (LSM 510; Zeiss) coupled to a 10-W Argon/Ti:sapphire laser. After we scanned images predamage, a 7.9-μm x 4.4-μm area of the sarcolemma on the surface of the muscle fiber was irradiated at full power for 1.29 seconds. Fluorescence images were captured at 10-second intervals for 10 min after the initial damage. The fluorescence intensities at the damaged site were semiquantified by using ImageJ software.

Production of Recombinant Glycosylated α-DG. A stable HEK293F cell line (Invitrogen) expressing both of α-dystroglycan and Large was generated to produce the recombinant α-DG that bound LG domain proteins with high affinity. The recombinant protein was enriched from the SFMII media (Invitrogen) of this cell line by agarose-bound WGA (Vector laboratories).

Injection of Purified Recombinant α-DG into Largey-md Muscles. Before the injection to Largey-md mice, the buffer was changed to sterile 0.9% saline by Amicon Ultra (Millipore). The calf, tibial anterior, and paw muscles of Largey-md mice were injected with 50, 30, and 10 μL of the purified recombinant α-DG (200 μg/mL) or saline, respectively. The muscles were excised 5 days after injection and were analyzed by immunofluorescence staining or membrane damage assay.

Laminin Overlay Assay. Laminin overlay assays were performed on PVDF membranes by using mouse Engelbreth–Holm–Swarm (EHS) laminin as previously described (4). Briefly, PVDF membranes were blocked in laminin-binding buffer (LBB: 10 mM triethanolamine, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM CaCl₂, pH 7.6) containing 5% BSA followed by incubation with laminin overnight at 4 °C in LBB. Membranes were washed and incubated with anti-laminin (Sigma) followed by anti-rabbit IgG–HRP. Blots were developed by enhanced chemiluminescence.

LCMV Treatment of WT Muscle. The WT mouse foot preparation was incubated with or without the UV-inactivated LCMV clone 13 (10⁷ pfu/mL) in ice-cold Ca²⁺/Mg²⁺-free Tyrode solution for 2 h. The preparation was then washed twice with ice-cold normal Ca²⁺/Mg²⁺-containing Tyrode solution, and warmed up to 37°C. The membrane damage assay was then conducted on these samples as described above.

Electron Microscopy. Mice were anesthetized with ketamine (87.5 mg/kg body weight), and a bilateral sternum incision was performed to expose the left atrium. Mice were perfused with PBS and then with 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS. Quadriceps muscle blocks were dissected into pieces (1 mm x 3 mm) and fixed by using Karnovsky’s fixative (2.5% glutaraldehyde and 2% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4) for 2 h at 4°C. Tissue blocks were washed in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (2 × 5 min), processed through a 6-hour routine EM processing schedule, and then infiltrated with epon/alardite resin (Electron Microscopy Sciences) on a Leica EM TP automatic tissue processor. Tissues were embedded, oriented longitudinally and transversely, placed in a vacuum-infiltrating oven, and then polymerized at 60°C for 24 h. Multiple 1-μm thick sections were...
stained with 1% toluidine blue in 1% borax. Representative areas were selected, ultrasectioned at 70 nm (silver sections), mounted on 200 mesh athene copper grids, double stained with Reynolds lead citrate and uranyl acetate, and then examined by using a Zeiss 906E electron microscope. Representative digital images were taken by using SIS Keenview camera and software.

Fig. S1. Characterization of skeletal muscle DG and integrin α7 complexes. (A–D) Sucrose gradient fractionation of the DGC and the integrin α7 complex from WT (A and C), DG-null (B), and integrin α7-null (D) skeletal muscle solubilized with digitonin. Glycoprotein preparations enriched by WGA-chromatography were fractionated by sucrose gradient centrifugation. Equal volumes of fractions were loaded on an SDS/PAGE gel. The blot generated from this was probed with antibodies against: integrin α7 (α7), integrin β1 (β1), α-DG (α-DG), α-sarcoglycan (α-SG), β-sarcoglycan (β-SG), and γ-sarcoglycan (γ-SG). Numbers at the bottom of the blot indicate the sucrose gradient fraction number, from top to bottom.
Ultrastructural analysis of quadriceps muscles from WT (A) and α7-null (B) mice after exercise. After exercise, there is no detectable abnormality in the basal lamina and the sarcolemma in the muscles from WT and α7-null mice.
Fig. S3. Exercise-induced dissociation of the basal lamina and the sarcolemma in the DG KO muscle. (A) Immunostaining of longitudinal fibers after exercise. Five-week-old mice (WT, DG KO, and α7 KO) were subjected to treadmill-exercise (15° downhill for 20 min). Immediately after the exercise, quadriceps muscles were taken. Longitudinal cryosections were immunostained with laminin and caveolin-3. Arrow, breakage of laminin- or caveolin-3-staining; arrowhead, separation of laminin- and caveolin-3-staining; asterisk, fiber with remaining laminin deposition. (B) Acute damage of DG-null muscle after the exercise. Cryosections of DG KO postexercised quadriceps muscle were coimmunostained with laminin and caveolin-3. Serial section was stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). White asterisk, fiber with remaining laminin deposition; black asterisk, necrotic fibers.
Fig. S4. Disrupted expression of DG and α7 in DG/α7 double mutant (DKO) mice. Western blotting (A) and immunofluorescence staining (B) analysis showed loss of the DG and α7 expression in DG/α7 DKO muscle. It is of note that the DG expression in DKO is higher than in the DG-null muscle due to the greater regeneration.
Fig. S5. Schematic models of the DGC in skeletal muscle of different mouse models. (Left) WT; (Center) Large<sup>myd</sup>; (Right) MCK DG-null.
Immunofluorescence staining of dysferlin in skeletal muscle of Large<sup>myd</sup> mice. Quadriceps muscle sections from WT C57BL/6 and Large<sup>myd</sup> mice were stained with the anti-dysferlin antibody Hamlet.
Fig. S7. Damage assay on skeletal muscle of α7-null mice. Plot of FM 1-43 fluorescence intensity against time in integrin α7-null (open square, n = 5) muscle fibers. The dashed curve represents mean fluorescence intensity in the membrane damage assay, in wild-type muscle from Fig. 4E.
Fig. S8. Stability of recombinant α-DG on the sarcolemma of DG-null muscle fibers DG-null. DG-null muscles injected with recombinant α-DG/L (α-DG/L injected) or saline (Mock) were stained with the glycosylated α-DG antibody (IIH6). Recombinant α-DG failed to stay on the sarcolemma of DG-null muscles, suggesting that β-DG is required for securing the recombinant α-DG on the sarcolemma.
Table S1. Severe loss of body weight and muscle mass in DG/α7 DKO mice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WT</th>
<th>DG KO</th>
<th>α7 KO</th>
<th>DKO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body weight, g</td>
<td>23.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>21.7 ± 3.1</td>
<td>20.8 ± 1.0*</td>
<td>11.2 ± 0.9***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrocnemius, mg</td>
<td>121.4 ± 5.5</td>
<td>125.1 ± 8.3</td>
<td>122.8 ± 8.2</td>
<td>37.5 ± 0.6***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA, mg</td>
<td>34.9 ± 5.5</td>
<td>33.5 ± 1.5</td>
<td>35.0 ± 1.6</td>
<td>10.1 ± 2.4***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triceps, mg</td>
<td>72.0 ± 11.6</td>
<td>74.0 ± 21.3</td>
<td>62.3 ± 2.1</td>
<td>22.0 ± 3.2***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadriceps, mg</td>
<td>107.4 ± 2.5</td>
<td>126.3 ± 12.5</td>
<td>116.5 ± 17.6</td>
<td>40.6 ± 9.6***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart, mg</td>
<td>115.1 ± 14</td>
<td>128.5 ± 34.2</td>
<td>113.9 ± 19.5</td>
<td>71.9 ± 4.8 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin length, cm</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; n = 3.
Movie S1.A. In situ membrane damage assay in C57BL/6 WT muscle.

Movie S1.A (AVI)
Movie S18. In situ membrane damage assay of Large$^{myd}$ muscle in regular buffer.

Movie S18 (AVI)
Movie S1C. In situ membrane damage assay of \textit{Large}^{myd} muscle in hyperosmotic buffer.
Movie S2.A. In situ membrane damage assay of C57BL/6 WT muscle subjected to mock treatment.

Movie S2.A (AVI)
Movie S2B. In situ membrane damage assay of C57BL/6 WT muscle subjected to LCMV treatment.

Movie S2B (AVI).
Movie S3. Balloon movie.

Movie S3 (WMV)